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Learning capability (LC) is a special dynamic capability that a firm purposefully builds to 

develop a cognitive focus, so as to enable the configuration and improvement of other 

capabilities (both dynamic and operational) to create and respond to market changes. Empirical 

evidence regarding the essential role of LC in leveraging operational manufacturing capabilities 

is, however, limited in the literature. This study takes a routine-based approach to understand 

capability, and focuses on demonstrating leveraging power of LC upon two essential operational 

capabilities within the manufacturing context, i.e., operational new product development 

capability (ONPDC), and operational supplier integration capability (OSIC). A mixed-methods 

research framework was used, which combines sources of evidence derived from a survey study 

and a multiple case study. This study identified high-level routines of LC that can be designed 

and controlled by managers and practitioners, to reconfigure underlying routines of ONPDC and 

OSIC to achieve superior performance in a turbulent environment. Hence, the study advances the 

notion of knowledge-based dynamic capabilities, such as LC, as routine bundles. It also provides 

an impetus for managing manufacturing operations from a capability-based perspective in the 

fast changing knowledge era. 

 

 



1. Introduction 

In strategic management literature, organizational routines have been perceived as the foundation 

of capabilities (Eisenhart and Martin, 2000; Nelson and Winter, 1982; Teece, 2007). These 

routines are broadly defined as regular and predictable patterns of behaviors, or the way work is 

done (Teece et al., 1997), and have a wide range of variations. Some are constantly changing, 

while others are relatively static, which indicates the underlying phenomena and dynamics 

(Pentland and Feldman, 2005). Static operational capabilities are created by a collection of 

operating routines that execute procedures for the purpose of generating current revenue and 

profit (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Zollo and Winter, 2002). Dynamic capabilities are created by a 

collection of search routines that bring about desirable changes in the existing set of operating 

routines or the development of new ones, in order to sustain competitive advantage in a rapidly 

changing environment (Helfat et al., 2007; Kyläheiko et al., 2002). In other words, operational or 

‘zero-level’ capabilities are those that permit a firm to generate revenue and profit, in the short 

term, while dynamic capabilities are ‘higher-level’ capabilities that operate to extend, modify or 

create operational capabilities for the purpose of enhancing profit in the future  (Winter, 2003; 

Zollo and Winter, 2002).  

It has been asserted that deliberate organizational learning is responsible for modifying 

and renewing both dynamic and operational capabilities, over time (Kyläheiko et al., 2002; Zollo 

and Winter, 2002). Accordingly, knowledge-based learning capability (LC) is perceived as a 

highly intelligent dynamic capability that enables both knowledge exploration and exploitation 

(Azadegan and Wagner, 2011; March, 1991). The process facilitates the modification and 

configuration of capabilities, in particular, the operational capabilities (Nooteboom, 2009). The 

strategic importance of LC hence lies in its ability to create cognitive mechanisms that can 

innovatively respond to market changes. 



The advent of rapidly advancing information technologies and fierce global competition 

has changed the traditional business models of manufacturing firms. Innovative new product 

development (NPD) and supplier integration have become underlying routines of essential 

operational manufacturing capabilities to effect performance outcomes (Marsh and Stock, 2006; 

Terpend et al., 2008). The degree to which operational capabilities produce superior performance 

appears to be affected by a certain collection of underlying routines of LC (e.g., Allred et al., 

2011; da Silva Gonçalves Zangiski et al., 2013; Hull and Covin, 2010; Li et al., 2012; Pavlou and 

El Sawy, 2011; Peng et al., 2008). The leveraging power of learning contingencies upon the core 

manufacturing operational routines has been proposed (Azadegan et al., 2008). However, little 

research has been undertaken into how organizational learning engenders and modifies 

operational capabilities as bundles of interrelated yet distinct routines. 

In view of this research need, the current study aims to investigate the leveraging power 

of LC in enabling operational NPD capability (ONPDC), as well as operational supplier 

integration capability (OSIC) to effect performance outcomes within a turbulent manufacturing 

industry. The study sought to answer two research questions: 1) Does LC moderate the 

relationships between operational manufacturing capabilities (i.e., ONPDC and OSIC) and 

performance outcomes? 2) How do certain underlying routines of LC reconfigure and modify 

specific underlying routines of ONPDC and OSIC within various manufacturing contexts?  

Rather than focusing on producing an exhaustive set of measures for the capabilities 

under investigation, the primary objective of the study was to demonstrate how certain 

underlying routines of LC could be manipulated by managers and practitioners to redesign and 

enable specific operational routines of NPD and supplier integration, and so better match the 

market environment. To fulfill the research objective, a mixed methods research framework 

(Morse, 2003; Yin, 2009) was adopted. It combined the evidence derived from multiple sources, 

using quantitative and qualitative data collection and analytical techniques, in sequential phases. 



Building upon the capability assertions as well as empirical evidence, established within the 

manufacturing context, the survey study was undertaken to empirically identify significant 

moderating effects of particular underlying routines of LC on those of ONPDC and OSIC, 

thereby providing answers for the first research question. An explanatory multiple-case study 

was subsequently undertaken to provide answers for the second research question.  

The impetus for adopting the case study approach stemmed from the need to reveal the 

underlying insights of the relationships identified within real-life manufacturing contexts, as well 

as to uncover contextual conditions, which potentially influence the strength of modifying effects 

of LC. From a theoretical perspective, the study advanced the notion of knowledge-based 

dynamic capabilities, for example LC, as routine bundles, which enable manufacturing routines 

to robustly handle a turbulent business environment. The study not only identified specific high-

level learning routines that could be manipulated by managers and practitioners to leverage their 

core operational manufacturing routines, but also highlighted the contextual conditions that 

potentially influence the degree of the leveraging effect. The findings have significant 

implications for manufacturing operations.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Based on the literature review, the 

next section addresses the strategic importance of LC and posits its leveraging power, which 

matches ONPDC and OSIC with the market needs in a constantly changing environment. The 

mixed methods research framework is then presented, followed by the data analysis of both the 

survey study and the multiple-case study. The paper concludes with a discussion on the 

theoretical contributions, managerial implications and future research directions of LC in 

manufacturing operations. 

 
2. Theory and hypotheses 



2.1 Leveraging power of learning capability   

The evolution of the research studies in the areas of knowledge management (e.g. Nonaka, 

1994), absorptive capacity (e.g. Cohen and Levinthal, 1990) and dynamic capabilities (e.g. Zollo 

and Winter, 2002) have gradually led to an integrative conceptualization of a knowledge-based 

dynamic capability, which incorporates both internal and external learning routines (Lewin et al., 

2011; Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler, 2009). The capability is purposely developed by a firm to 

reconfigure and realign learning routines which explore, retain and exploit both internal (intra-

firm) and external (inter-firm) knowledge for achieving superior performance  (Lewin et al., 

2011; Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler, 2009).  

The influential concept of absorptive capacity was initially proposed by Cohen and 

Levinthal (1990) as a firm’s ability to recognize, assimilate and apply new knowledge from an 

external environment for sustaining competitive advantage through innovation. The later concept 

rectification conceptualizes absorptive capacity as a dynamic capability that is imbedded in 

higher-order learning routines, thereby recognizing its capacity to influence the reconfiguration 

of other capabilities and routines in the firm (Lane et al., 2006; Zahra and George, 2002). 

Recently Lewin et al. (2011) perceive absorptive capacity as a knowledge-based dynamic 

capability that integrates both internal and external learning routines. Internal learning facilitates 

new idea generation, enables internal knowledge dissemination and combination, and updates 

old routines through knowledge application (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Nonaka, 1994; Zollo and 

Winter, 2002). External learning identifies, acquires, assimilates, transforms, and exploits 

knowledge from external sources for the purpose of creating new commercial output (Lewin et 

al., 2011). Lewin et al. (2011) argue that external learning routines are only useful if the acquired 

knowledge can be transferred back into the firm, and further integrated with internal learning 

routines for knowledge generation.  



The conceptualization of the knowledge-based dynamic capability also reflects 

exploratory and exploitative learning (Lewin et al., 2011; Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler, 2009). 

Knowledge exploration is carried out by both external learning routines, that recognize and 

assimilate valuable external new knowledge, and internal learning routines, that create and select 

new knowledge within firm boundaries (Lewin et al., 2011; March, 1991). Exploratory learning 

allows firms to experiment with new alternatives, and generate technological change that is 

necessary for managing challenge in a turbulent environment (Lane et al., 2006; Zollo and 

Winter, 2002). In contrast, knowledge exploitation is carried out by routines that apply both 

externally acquired and internally generated knowledge to reconfigure operating routines (Lane 

et al., 2006; Zollo and Winter, 2002). In line with March (1991), the conceptualization also 

highlights the necessity of reaching a balance between exploratory and exploitative learning 

(Lewin et al., 2011; Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler, 2009). The cognitive view of firm 

(Nooteboom, 2009) explains how such a balance can be achieved across different contexts. 

According to Nooteboom (2009), ‘cognitive distance’ exists between individuals to the 

extent that they have developed different interpretation and understanding of the world along 

different life paths and in different environments. The primary purpose of a firm is to serve as a 

cognitive “focusing device” (Nooteboom, 2007, p. 31) that configures the cognitive distance 

between its members. An optimal cognitive distance is large enough to enable exploratory 

learning that generates innovative ideas through novel combination of complementary resources, 

whilst not so distant to preclude necessary mutual understanding needed for exploitative learning 

to increase efficiency in adaptive process (Nooteboom, 2007). Following this rationale, the 

essence of the knowledge-based dynamic capability lies in its capacity “to transfer activity to 

novel contexts that yield opportunities to maintain exploitation, while yielding novel challenges 

and opportunities for a step-by-step of exploration” (Nooteboom, 2007, p. 49). Through 

configuring the intelligent capability with a unique combination of internal and external learning 



routines (Lewin et al., 2011), a firm can generates appropriate cognitive focus for balancing 

exploratory and exploitative learning (Nooteboom, 2009). The deliberate learning in-turn drives 

the genesis and evolution of other capabilities and operating routines (Eisenhart and Martin, 

2000; Zollo and Winter, 2002). 

Drawing upon the conceptualization of the knowledge-based dynamic capability (Lewin 

et al., 2011; Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler, 2009), as well as the ‘cognitive theory of the firm’ 

(Nooteboom, 2007, 2009) this study defines learning capability (LC) as a dynamic capability that 

a manufacturing firm purposefully builds to develop a cognitive focus so as to explore and 

exploit knowledge resources, within and outside the firm’s boundary. Such action is taken in 

order to modify other dynamic and especially operational capabilities for the purpose of 

achieving sustained competitive advantages over time. In addition, LC can be viewed as a latent 

multidimensional construct (Abell et al., 2008); it is not only embedded in higher-order learning 

routines, but it also depends on governance mechanisms that a firm purposely deploys to 

influence firm members’ engagement in deliberate learning (Foss, 2007). Formal governance 

mechanisms (such as reward schemes and regulations) and informal mechanisms (such as 

management styles and organizational cultures) are often applied, simultaneously, to create 

conducive cognitive focus and contexts which enable learning that modifies other capabilities 

(Abell et al., 2008; Foss, 2007).  

Within the context of manufacturing firms, open communication enables interaction and 

socialization of individuals; thus it facilitates tacit knowledge generation and externalization 

during exploratory learning (Carr and Pearson, 1999; Lubit, 2001; Modi and Mabert, 2007). The 

development and application of an IT system can help to convert tacit knowledge to explicit 

knowledge and codify the knowledge into repository (e.g. design database) in combination and 

replication stages of  exploitative learning (Hsu, 2006; Renzl, 2008; Taylor, 2006). In addition, 

sufficient resource, training programs, and incentive schemes, that encourage  learning, are 



essential to support learning within firms (Hsu, 2006; Renzl, 2008; Taylor, 2006). Novel 

utilizations and new configurations of capabilities require a renewed investment in building these 

underlying dimensions of LC to build appropriate cognitive focus that enables knowledge 

exploration and exploitation (Nooteboom, 2009). Therefore, the strategic importance of LC lies 

in its capacity to create cognitive mechanisms that enable the configuration and improvement of 

other types of capabilities (both dynamic and operational), in order to create and respond to 

market changes. In other words, the essential role of LC is to leverage other capabilities to 

generate higher value. In this sense, the current study highlights the positive moderating effect of 

LC upon relationships between other capabilities and performance outcomes. 

Recent literature shows that investigations into the impact of knowledge-based 

capabilities upon manufacturing capabilities have received increasing attention. For instance, 

Pavlou and El Sawy (2011) identified knowledge-based dynamic capabilities, which help to 

revamp operational capabilities with new knowledge within the NPD context. Attempting to 

outline possible pathways to capability building, Peng et al. (2008) conceptually linked routines 

to capabilities and performance; they found a direct impact of innovation capability upon 

routines responsible for improving processes and quality. Allred et al. (2011) combined evidence 

derived from cross-sectional survey studies and interviews to support a dynamic collaboration 

capability as a source of competitive advantage. In their investigation, Liao et al. (2011) 

addressed the impact of communication on a firm’s knowledge base and its ability to transfer 

external competence to improve manufacturing system capabilities and market performance. 

Additionally, the current literature review also reveals proposed moderating effects of learning 

routines upon relationships between operational routines and manufacturer performance (e.g., 

Azadegan et al., 2008); relevant empirical evidence is, however, limited in the literature. Further, 

manufacturing strategy emerges as a result of a coordinated search in the fitness of both 

innovative product development and supply chain management functions (Adamides and 



Pomonis, 2009). In contrast, the capabilities-based studies tend to focus on NPD or supplier 

management issues, separately. In view of this, the present study takes a routine-based approach 

to understand capability, and attempts to shed light on the underlying routines of LC, ONPDC 

and OSIC. Building upon the empirical evidence obtained from the manufacturing contexts, the 

study concurrently investigated and compared the leveraging effects of LC in configuring and 

modifying operating routines of ONPDC and OSIC. The following sections define ONPDC and 

OSIC, and propose two hypotheses to facilitate the investigation of the survey study. The 

hypotheses also serve as the propositions for the case study. 

 

2.2 Operational NPD capability 

A formal stage-gate system, that provides a template for activities, routines, and reviews to be 

implemented throughout stages of the NPD process, has been widely adopted by manufacturing 

firms to achieve NPD success (Jespersen, 2012). ONPDC reflects a firm’s abilities to technically 

develop and market new products, as well as administrative activities, at the operational level of 

NPD processes. This operational capability is embedded in the NPD routines that a firm has 

developed and practiced over time (Pavlou and El Sawy, 2011). The underlying routines of 

ONPDC include the fixed process stages and the evaluation criteria at the gates within an 

established stage-gate-like system (Jespersen, 2012). The routines also include the procedures for, 

for example, quality function development and cross-functional development that facilitate 

concurrent engineering (Fixson, 2005). Even though formalized routines define the scope and 

extent of NPD activities, the mere existence of the routines does not make them valuable, rare, or 

inimitable resources, which sustain a competitive advantage (Kleinschmidt et al., 2007). Within a 

dynamic environment, operational routines, without attention to overcoming the barriers to 

knowledge development, may be inertial rather than beneficial (Benner, 2009). Therefore, 



ONPDC becomes valuable and rare only when it undergoes firm-specific learning, that is, 

adjustment for dynamics of a specific industry, market or firm NPD experience. 

Accelerating technological dynamics and decreasing product-life-cycles have shifted the 

strategic focus of manufacturing operations to an efficient NPD process with cost effective 

design cycles to enable both speed to market and product quality (McNally et al., 2011). The 

change demands flexibility of product development beyond the bounds of the traditional stage-

gate structure (Jespersen, 2012). The literature highlights two broad dimensions of NPD routines 

to address the challenge: one is employee involvement, another is design simplification and 

modular product design (e.g., Antonio et al., 2007; Fixson, 2005). Employee involvement 

routines aim to generate innovative product designs (Antonio et al, 2007; Matsui et al, 2007). 

The objective can only be fulfilled when exploratory learning routines are in place to maintain 

sufficient cognitive distance (Nooteboom, 2009). The knowledge exploration enables employees 

to recognize and assimilate external technological and market knowledge, and integrate it with 

their own specialist design knowledge to produce new designs that meet the changing market 

requirements (Berchicci and Tucci, 2010; Lewin et al., 2011). Since the majority of knowledge 

about routines that permit research and development (R&D) to function is tacit (Nelson and 

Winter, 1982), the knowledge generation of NPD processes is heterogeneous, ultimately 

resulting in diverse NPD performance outcomes (Pavlou and El Sawy, 2011). In contrast, design 

simplification and modular product design need to be leveraged through exploitative learning 

routines, which combine and replicate design knowledge in modules that are used in different 

systems to realize multiple functionalities so as to achieve efficiency (Antonio et al, 2007; 

Matsui et al, 2007; Fynes & Burce, 2005). Cognitive focus is required to create strong mutual 

understanding for carrying out modular design rapidly without errors (Nooteboom, 2009). ICT 

facilities, such as a common design database system, are essential for generating the cognitive 

focus that supports sense-making and learning in NPD, in particular for design simplification and 



modular product design (Lee et al., 2004).  IT applications help capture and formalize the 

rationale that underpins the design process, and provide a framework where design knowledge 

can be stored, retrieved and shared (Baxter et al., 2007).  

In general, the literature suggests that LC is a highly intelligent capability that enables 

both knowledge exploration and exploitation based on learning (Azadegan and Wagner, 2011) 

and keeps the balance between exploratory and exploitative learning (Li et al., 2012). Further, it 

is responsible for the modification and configuration of the underlining routines of ONPDC, such 

as fixed process stages and precise sets of evaluation criteria at the project milestone gates 

(Kleinschmidt et al., 2007). Therefore, LC is perceived as a source of causal ambiguity of unique 

underlying routines of ONPDC. Thus, to a degree, it provides some explanations for the 

imperfect imitability and path-dependence of ONPDC. In this vein, a higher LC would be 

expected to leverage ONPDC to cope with the multitude of uncertainties inherent in a highly 

dynamic market. Conversely, a lower LC would be expected to lead to less active learning and, 

hence, result in rigidity and inertia in ONPDC, thereby being less responsive to market changes. 

This perspective leads to the first hypothesis: 

H1: The higher the learning capability, the stronger the association between operational 

NPD capability and business performance.  

2.3 Operational supplier integration capability 

In highly dynamic knowledge-based industries (e.g., semiconductors,  telecommunications, and 

consumer electronics) continual innovation appears only possible if a firm reaches beyond its 

boundaries, since cutting-edge knowledge necessary for innovation tends to be widely dispersed 

across different firms (Rothaermel et al., 2006). OSIC, thus, reflects a buying firm’s abilities to 

leverage the capacity and capability of its suppliers to improve productivity, quality, and 

innovation. This operational capability is embedded in two broad dimensions of supplier 



integration routines, i.e. early supplier involvement as well as supplier selection, evaluation and 

development (Chin et al., 2006; Modi and Mabert, 2007; Ndubisi et al., 2005; Tan et al., 1999).  

Supplier integration links the externally performed work of suppliers into a seamless 

congruency with the internal work processes of the buying firms (Bowersox et al., 1999). 

Importantly, supplier integration is sustained by trust, commitment and mutual dependence 

(Vijayasarathy, 2010). It is primarily built upon relational capital development initiatives such as 

cross-functional involvement, supplier relationship development, and joint problem solving 

(Terpend et al., 2008). Also, supplier integration is supported by technological initiatives, such as 

electronic data interchange and web-based integration systems, as well as application software, 

such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems and supply-chain-optimization (Das et al., 

2006). As a hybrid governance mechanism, supplier integration not only reduces the transaction 

costs of business contracts across internal and external organizational groups (Das et al., 2006), it 

also leads to shared process development efforts, joint strategic planning exercises, and improved 

working relationships (Narasimhan et al., 2010). Empirical results suggest that a buying firm’s 

performance is positively affected by buyer-supplier integration approaches in general (Terpend 

et al., 2008).  

 Combining knowledge, processes, and organizational relationships, OSIC is perceived as 

a potential source of vital complementary resources and, thereby, differentiation (Ketchen et al., 

2007). Nevertheless, the mere possession of OSIC, while necessary, is not a sufficient condition 

for competitive advantage (Hunt and Davis, 2008). Knowledge and collaborative relationships 

associated with the underlying routines of OSIC need to be reconfigured by LC on a continual 

basis to respond to market changes. Innovation-based manufacturer-supplier relations need to be 

controlled by certain learning routines. Supplier involvement is facilitated by internal and 

external communication networks, which carry out exploratory learning to identify and capture 

product innovativeness. Meanwhile, scanning mechanisms, such as market tracking and 



benchmarking, integrated in supplier evaluation and selection routines, connect innovative 

suppliers with the needs of buying firms’ internal units (Azadegan et al., 2008). Learning 

routines assess and merge diverse, complementary skills that reside in different functions and 

across different organizations; this facet makes OSIC unique and hard to replicate (Allred et al., 

2011). Meanwhile, system collaboration recognizes and manages variations in information 

systems used by multiple supply chain partners, and quickly configures a different system into an 

integrative model (Kim and Lee, 2010). This exploitative learning approach increases the entire 

supply chain’s responsiveness (Kim and Lee, 2010).  

As a firms’ learning orientation towards exploitation or exploration bears important 

implications on its choice of routines in terms of supplier involvement as well as selection and 

evaluation (Azadegan and Wagner, 2011), an essential role of LC is to facilitate complementary 

learning with suppliers so as to avoid and/or overcome rigidities in the underlying routines of 

OSIC (Azadegan et al., 2008). For example, explorative product development firms that follow 

innovation-focused product strategy could benefit from outsourcing their manufacturing 

assembly work to a more efficient assembler supplier; whilst exploitative firms that focus more 

on time-to-market and logistics service operations rely more on design-manufacture suppliers for 

NPD (Azadegan et al., 2008). Therefore, the second hypothesis highlights the moderating power 

of LC on leveraging OSIC’s degree of influence on business performance, as follows: 

H2: The higher the learning capability, the stronger the association between operational 

supplier integration capability and business performance. 

 

3. Methods 

3.1 Empirical context and research design 

In order to manage challenges caused by globalization Taiwan’s manufacturing firms have 

shifted their interest in competition and economic growth from prices to product/service 



innovation (Hsu and Wang, 2008). However there is still limited research addressing how 

knowledge-based dynamic capabilities, such as LC, are developed to modify NPD and the 

supplier integration routines of the firms. Thus, the study sought to investigate the research 

questions within a specific context of Taiwanese electronic manufacturing firms. Given that 

these firms operate within an open, competitive and dynamic environment, where technological 

and competitive conditions are subject to rapid changes, the empirical context is suitable for 

studying dynamic capabilities, such as LC (Helfat et al., 2007; Jespersen, 2012; Zhai et al., 2007).  

A mixed methods research framework (Morse, 2003; Yin, 2009) was employed to shed 

light onto the complex capability related issues through combining sources of evidence from a 

survey study and a case study. Based on well-developed capability assertions and empirical 

evidence obtained from manufacturing contexts, the survey study tested hypothesized 

relationships, and identified “on average” (Carlile and Christensen, 2009: 3) what attributes of 

LC are associated with significant leveraging power within the empirical context. The case study 

subsequently investigated contextual conditions for specific routines and performance outcomes 

that emerged with the patterns matched by the relationships supported by the hypothesis-testing 

analysis (Yin, 2009). The mixed methods framework was used as a means to strengthen both the 

reliability and validity of the findings (Yin, 2009), and reveal how the moderating effects 

resulted in different outcomes in various situations (George and Bennett, 2005); thereby 

providing guidance for future investigations into contextual factors that influence the strength of 

LC’s moderating effects.  

 

3.2 Survey study 

3.2.1 Sample and procedures 

During the survey study, data were collected over a period of five months via a mail 

questionnaire survey to elicit respondents’ opinions on the extent to which underlying routines of 



LC, ONPDC and OSIC were deployed by the firms, as well as the perceived business 

performance level at the time of the survey. The questionnaire was pre-tested with forty (40) 

managerial and professional staff members to evaluate the questionnaire for clarity, bias, 

ambiguous questions, and relevance to the designated industries and operations of Taiwanese 

manufacturing firms. Thirty (30) respondents offered valid feedback and advice. The data 

collection process began after the questionnaire had been finalized, based on the pre-test 

feedback. The sampling frame included 550 experienced managerial and professional staff 

members who were knowledgeable about NPD and supplier integration practices in the 241 

electronic manufacturing firms listed in the Taiwan Stock Exchange Centre (TSEC) market. In 

total, 550 survey packages of self-administered surveys were distributed to relevant managerial 

or professional staff members in the firms. Valid responses (i.e., containing no missing data) 

were provided by 83 firms. In the process of selecting the valid responses to form the dataset for 

the analysis, two valid responses were chosen from each of 79 firms; while three valid responses 

were chosen from each of three very large manufacturing firms (with employee numbers close to 

1,000). This approach was adopted to avoid any bias in the data. The response rate of 30.9 

percent (170/550) was adequate, according to Sekaran (2000). ANOVA tests were carried out to 

ensure the 170 cases in the data set were not distorted significantly by the different opinions of 

specific groups which categorized, respectively, by the control variables of ‘firm size’ and 

‘nature of business’. The data preparation procedures were also carried out to ensure that the data 

set was free of extreme outliers, and were reasonably supportive of the assumptions of normality, 

linearity and homoscedasticity. The responses were considered a good representation of the 

opinions of the research population, since the majority of the respondents were middle-aged, 

well-educated, experienced, and knowledgeable about manufacturing operations and 

management within their firms (see Table 1). Data screening techniques were applied to all 

variables to make sure that the data complied with the assumptions of normality and linearity. 



[ Insert Table 1 ] 

 

3.2.2 Measures 

Recent empirical studies on learning (e.g., Hsu, 2006; Lubit, 2001; Modi and Mabert, 2007), 

NPD (e.g., Ahire and Dreyfus, 2000; Akgün et al., 2010; Antonio et al., 2007), supplier 

integration (e.g., Chin et al., 2006; Modi and Mabert, 2007; Ndubisi et al., 2005), and 

performance evaluation (e.g., Antonio et al., 2007; Hsu, 2006; Maiga and Jacobs, 2007; 

Panuwatwanich et al., 2008; Yeung, 2007) were examined and evaluated so as to provide basic 

measurable items for operationalizing LC, ONPDC, OSIC and business performance (BP) 

constructs. Five-point Likert scales were used to measure the operationally-defined variables. 

Through exploratory factor analysis (EFA) scales were developed with satisfactory reliability, 

validity, and dimensionality for measuring the level of LC, ONPDC, OSIC and BP (see 

Appendix A). A factor loading of 0.50 and above was considered significant at the 0.05 level to 

obtain a power level of 80% with the sample of 170 cases (Hair et al., 1998), and provided 

evidence of achieving convergent validity (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988). The reliability coefficient 

values (Cronbach’s Alpha (α) > 0.70) reflect a good internal consistency of the scales for the 

constructs and their factors (Hair et al., 1998). The face validity of the scales was ensured by the 

conceptualization process, which was based on the thorough literature review and review of 

initial questionnaire during the pre-test (Neuman, 2003).  

In view of the relatively small sample size and exploratory nature of this study, a partial 

least squares (PLS) approach was used to provide further evidence on the reliability and validity 

of the scales (Chin, 1998; Peng and Lai, 2012). Bootstrapping tests across 500 bootstrap samples 

were also performed to assess the stability of the modeling results (Chin, 1998; Peng and Lai, 

2012). The results of the measurement model are presented in Table 2 and Appendix A. 

Individual item reliability was assessed by examining the loading of each item with its respective 



factors; the rule of thumb was used to accept loadings of 0.70 or more (Hulland, 1999). The test 

results based on 500 bootstrap samples indicate that 72.4% of the items (21/29) have factor 

loadings (significant at the 0.01 level) with values equal to or greater than 0.70, as presented in 

Appendix A. The factor loadings of the other 8 items significant at the 0.01 level with values 

equal to or greater than 0.50, which are sufficient to support the individual item reliability for the 

newly developed scales (Chin, 1998). The factor loading values derived from the original sample 

are slightly higher than those derived from the bootstrap tests (see Appendix A for details). In 

addition, these results also support convergent validity at the item level (Chin, 1998).  

[Insert Table 2] 

Composite reliability values are greater than 0.70, indicating good composite reliability at 

both construct and factor levels according to Chin (1998), as presented in Table 2. Further, the 

Average Variance Extracted (AVE) is a more conservative reliability measure than composite 

reliability (Chin, 1998). The AVE values in Table 2 show that the minimum acceptable value of 

0.50 (Chin, 1998; Fornell and Bookstein, 1982) are met for most of the constructs and their 

underlying factors. The only exception is the slightly lower AVE value (0.49) at the construct 

level of ONPDC. As the AVE values at the factor level of ONPDC are higher than 0.50, the 

composite reliability values at the construct and factor levels of ONPDC are higher than 0.70; 

further, the Cronbach’s α value of the construct is reasonably high, it is deemed that the ONPDC 

scale shows sufficient reliability. Tables 2 and 3 show the correlations between the constructs 

and factors, respectively. The square root of the AVE values are indicated on the diagonal (in the 

boxes). The diagonal elements of the correlation matrix are greater than the off-diagonal 

elements. These results indicate that any particular construct shares more variance with its own 

measures than with other constructs, thereby suggesting adequate discriminant validity of the 

measurement model (Hulland, 1999). Based on the results, it can be inferred that the constructs 



differ sufficiently from one another, while discriminant validity was demonstrated (Chin, 1998; 

Peng and Lai, 2012). 

[Insert Table 3] 

 

Within the current context, learning capability (LC) is the moderating variable (MV). As 

presented in Appendix A, the developed scale (α = 0.77) measures LC within the empirical 

context, in three factors: IT applications (LCf1), which reflects the maturity and support level of 

IT infrastructure and applications; open communication (LCf2), which represents routines to 

share data, information and knowledge, and manage difficulties that impede communication; and 

learning support (LCf3), which refers to organizational mechanisms that facilitate learning. 

 

Operational NPD capability (ONPDC) is an independent variable (IV), and is measured by a 

two factor scale (α = 0.74) (see Appendix A); Employee involvement (ONPDCf1) is concerned 

with the degree of employee participation and training; Design simplification & modular design 

(ONPDCf2) indicates the extent to which component standardization and simplification modular 

product design are used to improve product design/development. 

 

Operational supplier integration capability (OSIC) is an IV, and as illustrated in Appendix A, its 

scale (α = 0.71) has two factors. Supplier evaluation and selection (OSICf1) measures the degree 

of the supplier evaluation and selection routines that leverage suppliers’ capability. Supplier 

involvement (OSICf2) measures the extent to which supplier involvement improves decision 

making and the problem solving of design and production processes. 

 

Business performance (BP) is a dependent variable (DV). It is broadly defined to include some 

of the more prominent financial and non-financial indicators of a firm’s competitiveness 



(Terpend et al., 2008). Appendix A shows a three-factor scale (α = 0.85) for measuring BP 

within the empirical context. Business competitiveness (BPf1) refers to the level of profitability, 

sales growth and total quality cost reduction, as well as competitive ability, in order to gain or 

retain new business. Manufacturing performance (BPf2) is concerned with engineering change 

rates, production cycle times, and internal and/or external customer satisfaction. Process 

efficiency (BPf3) reflects the degree of efficiency and effectiveness of operational processes.  

 

Control variables (CVs) include ‘firm size’ and ‘nature of business’. The two CVs are selected 

since they are potential influencing factors within the electronic manufacturing industry context  

(Terpend et al., 2008). Firm size is measured by the number of employees in the firm. The 

measure of the nature of business is concerned with whether the firm is product design only, a 

mix of design and manufacturing, or product manufacturing only. The measures of the two CVs 

are listed in Appendix B. 

 

3.3 Case study  

As a standalone survey study has a limited ability to adequately explain the real life context 

(George and Bennett, 2005; Yin, 2009), and given that the manufacturing context and experience 

of practitioners are critical for increasing the practical relevance of the findings (Barratt et al., 

2011), an explanatory case study design was used to investigate the contemporary phenomenon 

of LC within the natural settings of Taiwanese manufacturing firms. A theoretical sampling 

approach (Yin, 2009) was used to reveal the insights of LC’s leveraging power within the 

empirical context. The selection of case firms was based on a similar criteria to that applied in 

the survey study, that is, (1) the firm operated as a private business and had at least 200 

employees; and (2) the firm’s business scope covered the design and development processes for 

new electronic products and/or the associated provision of services for management/production 



functions. Moreover, the study only focused on the case firms’ operations carried out by their 

offices in Taiwan, since the inclusion of worldwide operational sites was beyond the scope of the 

study and would require additional variables explaining differences in culture, political 

environments and worker attitudes. As presented in Table 4 the multiple-case study comprised a 

good mix of case firms focusing on the various segments of the electronic product development 

supply chain. Following the suggestion of  Barratt et al. (2011), the cases were examined within 

six case firms, in order to capture the complexity of the “real world”, while facilitating cognitive 

processing of the information in a period of four months. The case firms are referred to as firms 

A, B, C, D, E and F to maintain their anonymity. A total of 19 professionals participated in the 

interviews, including one project director, eight senior project/product managers, and ten senior 

R&D/product engineers. Most of the interviews were conducted in the major manufacturing 

industrial cities of Taiwan (i.e., Taipei, Hsin-Chu and Taichung). 

 [ Insert Table 4 ] 

In each case, two sources of evidence, namely interview transcripts and firm operational 

performance documentation, were collected for data triangulation purposes. Semi-structured 

face-to-face interviews were undertaken to provide opportunities for clarifying ambiguous 

questions and observing the  actual environment of the firm being studied (Neuman, 2003). All 

interviews were recorded and transcribed. An interview guide was developed to maintain the 

flow and relevance of the interviews, to minimize errors and biases, and to warrant the reliability 

of data (Yin, 2009). To enable the linkage between data and propositions during data analysis 

(Yin, 2009), the interview guide design was based on a set of qualitative assessment rubrics, 

which were developed using the measurement items derived from the factor analysis of the 

survey study. The case firms’ profile, published financial reports, internal newsletters, and other 

publicly released documents, were obtained to supplement the interview responses. A pattern 

matching technique was used to strengthen the internal validity of the case study (Yin, 2009).  



 

4. Survey study results 

Correlation and regression analyses were employed to analyze the relationships between the 

constructs and their extracted factors. The correlation analysis showed that the LC, ONPDC and 

OSIC constructs are positively associated with the BP construct, with Pearson correlation r 

(coefficient of correlation) values of 0.62, 0.58 and 0.56, respectively (significant at p < 0.01) 

(see Table 3). Table 2 presents the correlation analysis results for the factors of LC, ONPDC and 

OSIC constructs. Most factors are also positively associated with the BP factors. In addition, the 

associations between the two CVs (i.e., ‘firm size’ and ‘nature of business’) and the LC, ONPDC, 

OSIC, and BP constructs and factors are insignificant at either the p < 0.01 or p < 0.05 level. The 

results of the correlation analysis provide the basis for undertaking the regression analysis. 

Moderated regression analyses with interaction terms (e.g., ONPDC⋅LC) were performed 

at both the construct and factor levels to investigate the respective effect of ONPDC and OSIC 

on the BP, at different levels of LC (i.e., low, medium, high). In order to minimize 

multicollinearity, the IVs were centered and the interaction terms were formed by multiplying 

the two centered variables (Aiken et al., 1991). The 170 cases in the data file satisfied the 

minimum sample size of 50, for supporting the case-to-IV ratio of 50 to 1 required by the 

moderated regression analysis with the two IVs (Tabachinick and Fidell, 2001). Multicollinearity 

is absent from the selected models, where the tolerance values were much higher than 0.1.  

 

4.1 Construct-level analysis 

The results of the statistical models, revealing the moderating effect of LC on the relationship 

between ONPDC, OSIC and BP (i.e., hypotheses H1 and H2) are presented in Table 5. As shown 

in the left hand side of the table, the Model 3 (that includes the CVs, IVs, MV and the interaction 



effects) is significant at the p < 0.01 level, explaining 65% (indicated by adjusted R2 value) of the 

variance in the BP. Model 3 demonstrates that the moderating effect of LC, on the relationship 

between ONPDC and OSIC with BP, are significant and positive (p < 0.01 and p < 0.05, 

respectively). Moreover, the Model 3, which includes the MV for analyzing interaction effects, 

has a higher R2 value (i.e., a 0.04 increase) than the Model 2, which excludes them. This outcome 

demonstrates the degree of importance of the interaction terms ONPDC∙LC and OSIC∙LC in 

explaining the relationship. In view of this, the results provide support for hypotheses H1 and H2. 

Further, given that the change in the R2 value, due to the inclusion of the interaction effects, is 

generally small, where a 0.02 change is considered to be an acceptable threshold (Frazier et al., 

2004), the 0.04 change in the R2 value resulting in this study demonstrates a reasonable 

interaction effect. In addition, the examination of the CVs revealed that ‘firm size’ and ‘nature of 

business’ fail to provide significant (at either p < 0.01 or p < 0.05 level) additional explanation to 

the variance of the BP in both Models 2 and 3, as presented in Table 5.  

 [ Insert Table 5 ] 

Also, given that the influence upon the hypothesized relationships from the two CVs is 

insignificant, the hierarchical regression models, excluding the two CVs, were analyzed to reveal 

the interaction terms’ contribution in explaining the variance of BP. As presented in the right 

hand side of Table 5, the moderated regression model (Model 6), with interaction term 

ONPDC⋅LC (corresponding to hypothesis H1), has a larger predicting power over the variance of 

BP, in comparison with the hierarchical regression model (Model 5 with ONPDC as the IV). 

This result is indicated by the significant increase in the adjusted R2 value when the interaction 

terms were included (0.32 increased to 0.52). Table 5 also presents a significant moderated 

regression model (p < 0.05) (Model 8) which incorporates the interaction term of OSIC⋅LC 

(corresponding to hypothesis H2). However, compared with the hierarchical regression model, 



with OSIC as the IV (Model 7), this moderated regression model only increases the adjusted R2 

value from 0.31 to 0.32.  

To further investigate the respective effect of ONPDC and OSIC on BP at different levels 

of LC, the values of LC were chosen to be one standard deviation below the mean (LC low = - 

0.30), at the mean (LC medium = 0.00), and one standard deviation above the mean (LC high = 

0.30), following Aiken et al.’s (1991) recommendation. The hierarchical regression lines were 

then generated by substituting these values (-0.30, 0.00, 0.30) into the moderated regression 

models, with the interaction terms (i.e., ONPDC⋅LC and OSIC⋅LC). As a result of this 

computation, three hierarchical moderated regression equations were produced (Fig. 1), where 

the influence of LC on the relationships between the ONPDC and BP constructs was revealed. 

The statistical significance of the slopes of these regression equations were also analyzed and 

established, following the analytical approaches suggested by Aiken et al. (1991). The 

hierarchical regression models, represented by the three linear lines shown in Fig. 1, indicate a 

significant (p < 0.05) positive regression of BP on ONPDC at all three levels of LC. The figure 

also lends support for the proposition that the higher the LC level, the steeper the slope, 

suggesting that LC has a positive moderating effect on ONPDC’s contribution to BP. This 

finding authenticates hypothesis H1, that the higher the LC, the stronger the association between 

ONPDC and BP. Through a similar analysis the moderated regression equations were derived 

and illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows a significant (p < 0.05) positive regression of BP on OSIC 

for all three levels of LC. This analysis suggests that the LC construct has a positive, whilst weak, 

influence on OSIC’s contribution to BP. However, individual factors within the LC construct 

may have stronger leveraging power than others, thus requiring further investigation on 

hypothesis H2.  

[ Insert Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ] 

 



4.2 Factor-level analysis 

The factor-level hierarchical moderated regression analysis, with post-hoc probing of the 

significant moderating effects, was conducted to provide further in-depth verification of the 

construct level interaction effects (Holmbeck, 2002). The analysis also meant to identify LC 

factors of stronger moderating effect; ONPDC, in particular OSIC factors were comparatively 

more sensitive to the effect; and the performance indicators (reflected by specific BP factors) 

were strongly associated with the moderating effect. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the factor level 

regression models, with the larger predicting power (reflected by adjusted R2 value), 

corresponding to hypotheses H1 and H2, respectively. The analysis demonstrates a significant (p 

< 0.01) positive regression of BPf1 (business competitiveness) on ONPDCf2 (design 

simplification and modular design) for all three levels of LCf1 (IT applications). As presented in 

Fig. 3, when the LCf1 is high, there is a positive leveraging power of ONPDCf2 on BPf1, whilst 

there is no evident impact from a medium level of the LCf1 on ONPDCf2 with BPf1. Adversely, 

when LCf1 is low, there appears to be a negative relationship between ONPDCf2 and BPf1. The 

moderated regression models displayed in Fig. 4 indicate a significant (p < 0.01) positive 

regression of BPf on OSICf1 (supplier evaluation and selection) for all three levels of LCf1.  

[ Insert Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 ] 

Tables 6 and 7 present the significant regression models corresponding to hypotheses H1 

and H2, respectively.  As shown in Table 6, the models identified the significant leveraging 

power of both IT applications and open communication on design simplification and modular 

design for sustaining business competitiveness (BPf1), as reflected by sales growth, profitability, 

total quality cost reduction and competitive ability improvement. Meanwhile, the analysis also 

demonstrated that the application of IT facilitates employee involvement in achieving better 

manufacturing performance (BPf2), e.g. improved customer retention, product cycle time and 

decreasing engineering changes rates. The findings in Table 7 imply that IT applications not only 



empower supplier evaluation and selection to improve business competitiveness, but also enable 

supplier involvement to improve manufacturing performance. In summary, the analysis 

identified that IT applications play the most active role in leveraging operational routines for 

sustaining business competitiveness (BPf1).  

 [ Insert Tables 6 and 7 ] 

 

5. Case study results 

The survey study supports hypotheses H1 and H2; however, the study provides a limited 

explanation for the context where the proposed relationships emerge. The two control variables, 

‘firm size’ and ‘nature of business’, failed to provide significant additional explanation for the 

variance of BP. In view of this, the case study was undertaken to increase the reliability and 

validity of the findings and, in particular, to investigate the real-life research context. The case 

study data analysis procedure consisted of two key steps: within-case and cross-case analyses 

(Yin, 2009). The results of both the within- and the cross-case analyses were presented to the 

interviewees of the cases’ firms for validation. At the same time, further phenomena associated 

with the findings (e.g., patterns) were collected.    

  

5.1 Within-case analysis 

The within-case analysis evaluated the collected data, and reported the findings of each 

individual case. The findings provide insightful events and phenomena that reflect how 

underlying attributes of the factors and constructs of the survey study were perceived within the 

empirical context of a real-life setting. This outcome is presented in the form of a qualitative 

rating of such factors and constructs. By using a descriptive coding, each piece of evidence (in a 

documentary format) was assigned a reference number, while its content was coded so that it 

could be classified into relevant factors (Miles and Huberman, 1989). The coded interview 



contents were documented in an evidentiary-based manner, in accordance with Miles and 

Huberman’s (1989) tabular approach.  

Thus, a matrix of categories was created, representing the factors of the survey study, 

with the evidence placed within such categories. The evidence was, subsequently, evaluated 

through a systematic rating procedure in which each of the factors was classified, based on its 

corresponding evidence, into one of the following rating indicators: high, medium, or low. To 

ensure the reliability and consistency of the rating, a set of qualitative assessment matrices was 

developed to serve as the criteria for classifying the factors into one of the above three indicators. 

To match a factor with a particular rating indicator, the evidence needed to demonstrate a close 

match to the details of a statement within the relevant criteria. Once the individual factors had 

been rated, they were qualitatively aggregated to represent the overall rating of their respective 

construct. The qualitative assessment rubric for factors OSICf1, BPf1 and the associated 

interaction term OSICf1∙LCf1, are presented in Appendix C, as examples.  

Table 8 summarizes the within-case analysis results, and presents, for each case, the 

rating levels determined for the four constructs (OSIC, ONPDC, LC and BP), and their related 

factors, derived from the qualitative findings. The results also demonstrate the reliability and 

validity of the rated factors in representing the constructs of the survey study. Most of the factors 

within each construct appear to be consistently and positively correlated across all of the 

participating firms. Within the ONPDC and OSIC constructs, most factors appeared to be highly 

correlated in all cases. Further, most of the factors within the BP and LC constructs appeared to 

be well correlated with one another, particularly those in the cases A, C, D and F. In other cases, 

at least two out of three factors were highly correlated. Only the result for the LC construct for 

firm B showed a lack of correlation between the factors. Additionally, the interviews revealed a 

special contextual phenomenon of case B, which appeared to be associated with the only 

anomaly that occurred during the within-case analysis. Generally speaking, the model factors 



proved to be adequately reliable and valid in capturing the qualitative rating level of the 

constructs, which provided further evidence of the robustness of the model factor structure 

uncovered by the survey study. 

 [ Insert Table 8] 

 

5.2 Cross-case analysis  

The purpose of the subsequent cross-case analysis was to reveal insightful information about 

how specific routines and performance outcomes emerged with the pattern of interaction 

relationships, and which contextual conditions potentially influenced the strength of the 

moderating effects. A pattern matching technique (Yin, 2009) was used to link the collected data 

to the theoretical propositions. The patterns of qualitatively categorized circumstances were 

compared with those predicted patterns, supported by the regression models, as detailed in Table 

9. According to Yin (2009), the actual pattern-matching procedure did not involve precise 

comparisons or quantitative/statistical criteria to judge the pattern. Instead, the procedure dealt 

only with either gross matches or mismatches; in other words, the postulation of very subtle 

patterns was avoided. During the analysis, patterns were developed using the codified high, 

medium and low values, following the study by Nicholson and Kiel (2007); the associated 

descriptions were tabulated for the model constructs (i.e., LC, ONPDC, OSIC and BP).  

[ Insert Table 9] 

The cross-case analysis results, presented in Table 10, highlight: 1) the qualitative rating 

for the constructs (i.e., ONPDC, OSIC, LC and BP) derived from the study within each case 

firm; and 2) the predicted patterns (supported by the regression analysis, as shown in Table 9) 

matched by findings obtained from each case firm. As the table illustrates, the relationship 

patterns for the rated constructs in case firms A, C and D show a perfect match to the predicted 

patterns of PP_ONPDC⋅LCha and PP_OSIC⋅LCha, which are supported by the regression 



analysis, as presented in Table 9. At case firms A, C and D, the level of ONPDC (high) and 

OSIC (high) indicates a strong correlation with the level of BP (high). As predicted, the level of 

LC (high) appears to serve a moderating role, which, in turn, leverages the level of BP (high). A 

similar predicted pattern can be seen in firm F; the only difference is that all the constructs have 

a medium level rating, which emulates the predicted patterns of PP_ONPDC⋅LCmb and 

PP_OSIC⋅LCmb. In addition, the results of the case study for firm E show that the relationships 

between both ONPDC (medium) and OSIC (medium) with BP (medium) seem to be moderated 

by LC (High), as predicted by the patterns of PP_ONPDC⋅LChb and PP_OSIC⋅LChb. Similarly, 

the relationships between all the rated constructs for firm B seem to match the predict patterns of 

PP_ONPDC⋅LCma and PP_OSIC⋅LCma. Therefore, the results from the pattern matching 

analysis lent support to the validity of the findings from the survey study, in particular, the 

moderating role of LC on the relationships between ONPDC and OSIC with BP. 

 [ Insert Table 10 ] 

 

5.3 Case study discussion 

The insights extracted from the interviews support the finding that LC is an essential capability, 

and that it is responsible for leveraging the operating routines of product development and 

supplier management. In terms of NPD, the interviews revealed that high-level learning routines 

helped to shorten product development time and reduce potential quality deficiencies. This 

improved the case firms’ capabilities in managing challenges in a constantly changing market. 

The interviewees perceived that learning from industrial partners (e.g., major suppliers, 

customers and research institutes) was essential, especially for design simplification and modular 

design, since high-level learning routines help to acquire an extensive array of software and 

hardware know-how, in time. Resource and knowledge sharing centres were also used by most 

case firms to engage employees in learning, particularly, exploratory learning. Further, IT 



systems were widely applied to retain and share design know-how and past lessons learnt, which 

were subsequently codified into guidelines for stimulating more innovative design ideas and 

avoiding design flaws. An interviewee provides some insights about the exploitative learning:  

“…Our firm’s intranet-based platform monitors the internal (e.g., operations) and external (e.g., 

suppliers) performance indicators generated from a variety of product development 

stages…incoming and outgoing reject rates, corrective action reports, etc. …This integrated 

information system helps us to carry out a wide range of routines, such as updating standard 

operation procedures, and recording lessons learned…The system increases our confidence in the 

continual improvement of [the firm’s] capabilities to get new business.” 

The interviews also revealed that the IT system and the digitalised documents were a 

convenience for providing confidential design information disclosure (e.g., to competitors).  

Some products were of a unique design and customer-made features and, hence, required strict 

compliance with intellectual property restrictions. Under these special circumstances the case 

firms focused on internal learning routines, through encouraging employee interaction and 

offering incentives for new ideas generation and, at the same time, strengthening their internal 

network security. For example, in order to effectively handle confidentiality issues, case firm B 

adopted a more traditional mentoring program to train and educate their new engineers (an 

internal exploitative learning approach) (Kale and Singh, 2007), rather than utilizing IT 

supported learning platforms/centers to circulate resources and knowledge. It appeared that the 

special contextual conditions of case firm B gave rise to this anomaly during the within-case 

analysis.  

Congruent with Pentland and Feldman’s (2005) findings, the current case study found 

that case firms developed artifacts (such as rules, standards, check lists, guidelines and databases) 

through knowledge codification. The exploitative learning approach was used to create and 

maintain operating routines to achieve the desired performance. In the meantime, exploratory 



learning was carried out to update the artifacts so as to prevent inertia in the ONPDC routines 

that could be caused by static artifacts. Moreover, the interviewees also acknowledged the 

difficulties in evaluating the effects of learning strategies that involved the sharing of tacit 

knowledge. In general, however, the findings revealed that LC provided cognitive mechanisms 

that continually reconfigured and, to a large degree, drove the evolution of the underlying 

routines of ONPDC to meet the needs of the constantly changing market.  

The interview participants acknowledged that competitiveness and performance could be 

improved by integrating learning with the supplier integration strategies. Both exploitative 

learning, such as assessment training and exploratory learning which encouraged innovation, 

were mentioned by the interviewees. It appeared that e-forum databases and e-learning were 

applied by the case firms to support both exploratory and exploitative learning. A senior product 

manager revealed that IT helped to build an essential learning platform. Indeed, within the 

research context of Taiwanese electronic manufacturing firms, ERP systems were widely 

adopted to integrate internal and external management information (embracing finance, design, 

manufacturing, sales and service, etc.). The development of ERP systems had increasingly 

extended enterprise functionality in crossing firm boundaries to enhance flexibility for meeting 

the ever-changing supply chain needs. Further, most case firms made an effort to provide greater 

support for IT infrastructure, systems and applications, so as to create a learning environment for 

supplier integration activities.  

The study also found that the case firms had unique evolutionary paths; they also differed 

in resource endowments and managerial capacity. In addition, contextual conditions, including 

‘hard conditions’ (such as the structure of a supply chain) and ‘soft conditions’ (such as the 

organizational culture of partnering firms within the chain) also influenced how LC was 

developed to drive the evolution of OSIC in a particular case firm. According to several 

interviewees, customer design-focused and project-oriented work increased difficulties when 



resources and knowledge needed to be shared or codified between the buyer and supplier/s. For 

example, an interviewee from case firm B noted that: 

“…Some projects are one-off projects. This means that a proportion of the resources and 

knowledge created by such a project may not be shared by other projects, since learning outcomes 

do not seem to have much impact.”  

In addition, the contingency was also said to increase when tacit knowledge was heavily 

involved. Further, organizational culture was perceived as a critical factor for keeping sufficient 

cognitive distance, as required by exploratory learning and innovation. For instance, an 

interviewee from case firm E commented: 

“…Our firm provides design, manufacturing and customer-oriented technical support. The 

service specifications of each project have some unique features. The accelerating technological 

development in network storage solution means that we need to depend on employees’ experience, 

especially their creativity, to cope with changing market needs…Both IT infrastructure and 

learning culture are important for success. However, cultivating a culture that encourages learning 

and innovation is a particularly difficult job.” 

 

6. Discussions and conclusions 

This study was motivated to demonstrate the leveraging power of LC upon essential operational 

manufacturing capabilities (i.e., ONPDC and OSIC). The study also sought to identify high-level 

learning routines that can be manipulated by managers and practitioners, so as to reconfigure 

underlying routines of ONPDC and OSIC for the purpose of effecting superior performance 

within a turbulent environment, over time. A mixed methods research framework (that combined 

evidence derived from a survey study and a multiple case study) was used to fulfill the research 

objective. Recent assertions about the knowledge-based dynamic capability (Lewin et al., 2011; 

Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler, 2009; Nooteboom, 2009) are congruent with the survey study in 



its support of LC. This was particularly so with this dynamic capability being able to leverage 

the two operational capabilities to effect better business performance.  

Indeed, the regression analyses at both the construct and factor levels demonstrated the 

positive moderating effects of LC on the contribution of both operational capabilities (i.e., 

ONPDC and OSIC) to performance outcomes. Furthermore, the analysis at the factor level 

highlighted that IT applications significantly leverage design simplification and modular design, 

as well as supplier evaluation and selection, to improve business competitiveness. This outcome 

is indicated by a number of bottom line indicators, such as profitability increase, total quality 

cost reduction, and sales growth. In addition, the comparison of the leveraging power of LC 

within the context of NPD, and that of supplier integration, reveals a stronger moderating effect 

of the learning routines upon ONPDC.  

The case study provided important insights that explain how LC modifies and 

reconfigures underlying routines of ONPDC and OSIC, so that firms can respond to the dynamic 

changes in the market. The interviews revealed that the manufacturing firms developed complex 

complementarities between the internal and external learning routines to form an appropriate 

cognitive distance, which enabled exploratory and exploitative learning. Additionally, the case 

study found that the history of the case firms decided, to a large degree, the underlying learning 

routines of their LC. The contextual factors also influenced the complex social mechanisms that 

enabled the deliberate learning of the firms. Causal ambiguity of LC was also evident during the 

interviews, where some experienced managers had difficulty clearly articulating the performance 

implications of certain learning routines that deal intensively with tacit knowledge. The findings 

imply that LC in the case firms was idiosyncratic; it was also hard to imitate due to the path 

dependence, social complexity and causal ambiguity.  

The interviews revealed that the underlying routines of ONPDC and OSIC of the case 

firms were constantly reconfigured and modified by higher-level learning routines. While some 



firms depended primarily on internal innovation to generate new designs that differentiated their 

products and adopted exploratory learning strategies; others tended to leverage customer and 

supplier design advantage in NPD and used exploitative learning strategies. The findings suggest 

that the leveraging power of LC created firm specific ONPNC and OSIC, which became 

valuable resources that effected superior performance outcomes. Furthermore, NPD appeared to 

involve higher levels of knowledge exploration that relied much more on the cognitive 

mechanisms provided by LC to generate innovation; in contrast supplier integration routines 

depended on LC primarily for the exploitation of knowledge in the supply chain. These findings 

explain the different moderating effects of LC upon ONPDC and OSIC, as identified by the 

regression analyses.  

Additionally, the case study also uncovered the contextual factors that affected how a 

particular case firm developed its LC through various combinations of knowledge exploration 

and exploitation strategies. These factors included the supply chain structure, the organizational 

culture of the firm and its partners, the project’s nature, and the product and service types, 

especially the tacitness of production and services knowledge. In the real world industrial 

situation, these factor also affected the degree to which the case firms’ LC modified ONPDC and 

OSIC. The results, derived from the mixed methods study, suggest that certain high-level 

learning routines of LC can be used to modify and configure the underlying routines of ONPDC 

and OSIC. Further, it is apparent that the approaches are context-specific. 

The findings imply that manufacturing firms need to place an emphasis on encouraging 

employees to engage in learning. A wide range of arrangements were adopted by the case firms 

to provide good examples of effective learning mechanisms, for example: assigning a chief 

knowledge officer and a dedicated unit to support learning across the entire firm; making 

arrangement with major suppliers, customers, and research institutes to share technical and 

managerial know-how; using performance indicators to assess the learning performance of each 



employee and provide incentives; offering strong support to the IT system; and updating 

frequently knowledge repository. Furthermore, since LC is an intelligent high level capability, its 

underlying routines should be embedded into NPD and supplier integration routines to effect 

reconfiguration and evolution. In other words, learning programs should be promoted and 

designed as an integral part of NPD and supplier integration plans within a firm’s overall 

strategic management consideration.  

 

7. Future studies 

The mixed methods study revealed the possibility that the issues surrounding the leveraging 

power of LC were more multifaceted than initially proposed. The study also identified the need 

to develop more convincing and robust explanations of the social processes being investigated. 

Despite its contributions, obtained from a rigorous two-stage sequential mixed methods research 

design, the findings from the present studies could be strengthened in a number of ways in order 

to advance the theory building cycle (Carlile and Christensen, 2009). Firstly, further studies 

could be undertaken to investigate the contextual conditions that influence the strength of the 

leveraging power of LC. Through observation and measurement of the phenomena, as well as the 

categorization of the circumstances within the real workplace context, future studies could seek 

to derive causal statements relating to the influence of the contextual factors (e.g., organizational 

culture, supply chain structure, project styles, and even product types) on LC’s moderating 

effects. A deductive approach could be used to test the casual propositions. Secondly, a 

longitudinal study could be conducted and, potentially, a system dynamics model formulated to 

reveal how the underlying routines of LC drive operational capabilities, over time. Thirdly, based 

on the findings of the survey and case studies, a capability-based learning benchmarking system 

could be developed. This approach would help firms to align LC with the desired business 

objectives they intend to achieve through undertaking LC self-assessment. Such a benchmarking 



system could also help to promote best learning practices within the industry. These proposed 

studies have the potential to contribute to the continuous advancement of the body of knowledge 

addressing knowledge-based dynamic capabilities.
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Table 1   
Respondent profile summary of the survey study. 

Category Frequency Percentage 

Age   

More than 31 years old 124 73% 

Educational background   

A bachelor degree or higher 141 83% 

Position   

Executives 31 18% 

Managers 68 40% 

Senior engineers 71 42% 

industry experience   

More than 4 years  127 75% 

Firm operation year   

More than 6 Years 65 78% 

Firm categories    

Product design and manufacturing function 60 72% 

Product manufacturing function 13 16% 

Product design function 10 12% 

Firmscale   

Multinational 61 74% 

National and/or regional 22 26% 

No. of Employee   

≤ 200 12 15% 

201 - 500 46 55% 

> 500 25 30% 

 
 
 
 
 



Table 2 
 Descriptive statistics, correlations and discriminant validity of the constructs. 

Construct Factors 

Number 
of Item 

Item loading 
range (derived 
from  original 
sample)b 

Composite 
reliability 

Communality 
(AVE) 

MAX MIN Mean S.D. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 Nature of businessa     3 1 2.81 .53 .03 .04 .00 -.06 -.07 .00 -.05 -.06 -.05 -.07 

 Employee numbera     8 3 5.11 1.11 .08 -.05 -.03 .01 .03 .04 .13 .07 -.03 .01 

LC    0.78 0.52               

 1. LCf1: IT applications 3 0.70-0.90 0.70 0.57 4.00 2.67 3.26 .35 .75          

 2. LCf2: Open 
communication 3 0.80-0.84 0.87 0.69 4.00 3.00 3.37 .33 .47** .83         

 3. LCf3: Learning 
support 2 0.70-0.86 0.76 0.62 4.50 3.00 3.66 .38 .28** .74** .79        

ONPEC    0.77 0.49               

 4. ONPDCf1: Employee 
involvement 3 0.53-0.90 0.80 0.58 5.00 2.67 3.65 .48 .54** .47** .20* .76       

 5. ONPDCf2: Design 
simplification & modular 
design 

3 0.59-0.77 0.71 0.51 5.00 3.33 4.10 .41 .07 .32** .29** .35** .71      

OSIC    0.82 0.57               

 6. OSICf1: Supplier 
evaluation & selection 3 0.77-0.96 0.92 0.79 5.00 4.00 4.45 .43 .50** .43** .24** .58** .15*  .89     

 7. OSICf2: Supplier 
involvement 2 0.81-0.90 0.84 0.72 5.00 3.00 3.87 .56 .25** -.02 -.05  -.05  -.01 .24** .85    

BP    0.84 0.56               

 8. BPf1: Business 
competitiveness 4 0.75-0.96 0.92 0.75 4.00 3.00 3.24 .37 .68** .44** .08 .06  .32** .45** .47** .87   

 9. BPf2: Manufacturing 
performance 4 0.52-0.77 0.73 0.52 4.00 3.00 3.26 .32 .25** .63** .19* .50** .51** .68** .04 .57** .72  

 10. BPf3: Process 
efficiency 2 0.85-0.96 0.90 0.83 4.00 3.00 3.18 .35 .00 .19* .34** .20*  .21** .06  -.35** .05 .23** .91 

Square root of AVE is shown on diagonal in boldface within boxes. 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed);  
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
a Control variable 
b Item loadings and T-Stat. values are listed in Appendix A. 



 

Table 3 
Descriptive statistics, correlations and discriminant validity of the constructs. 

Constructs MAX MIN Mean S.D. 1 2 3 4 

Nature of businessa 3 1 2.81 .53 .03 -.08 -.02 -.08 

Employee numbera 8 3 5.11 1.11 .01 .03 .09 .02 

1. Learning Capability (LC) 3.89 2.89 3.37 .30 .72    

2. Operational NPD Capability (ONPDC) 4.67 3.17 3.88 .37 .37** .70   

3. Operational Supplier Integration Capability (OSIC) 5.00 3.71 4.18 .36 .20** .46** .75  

4. Business performance (BP) 3.80 2.90 3.22 .28 .62** .58** .56** .75 

Square root of AVE is shown on diagonal in boldface within boxes. 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
a Control variable 
 



Table 4 

Background information of case firms. 

Case 
firm 

No. of 
employees Area of expertise Scope Interview participants (duration) 

A ~4,300 DMS* services, including 
4C products (Computing, 
Communications, Consumer 
Electronics and Car Electronics) 

International  
(12 offices:  
3 in Taiwan;  
9 overseas ) 
 

⋅ 1 product director (80 mins) 
⋅ 1 senior project manager (65 mins) 
⋅ 2 senior R&D engineers (70 and 60 mins) 
 

B ~3,500 EMS**, including 
electronic/optical  components, 
computing , communications, 
consumer electronics and etc. 

International  
(4 offices:  
1 in Taiwan;  
3 overseas ) 
 

⋅ 1 senior project manager (80 mins) 
⋅ 2 senior R&D engineers (40 and 60 mins) 
 

C ~6,000 Brand name products including 
industrial computing, 
communication, server,  
consumer electronics, notebook, 
multimedia and etc. 

International  
 (22 offices:  
3 in Taiwan;  
19 overseas ) 
 

⋅ 1 senior project manager (80 mins) 
⋅ 2 senior product engineers (60 mins each) 
 

D ~7,070 Brand name products including , 
communication, server,  
consumer electronics, desktop 
platform, notebook, multimedia 
and etc. 

International 
(17 offices:  
4 in Taiwan;  
13 overseas ) 
 

⋅ 1 senior quality manager (70 mins) 
⋅ 2 senior R&D engineers (60 mins each) 
 

E ~600 OEM# & ODM## services for 
network storage solution, disk to 
disk backup, network data 
storage and etc. 

International  
(6 offices:  
1 in Taiwan;  
5 overseas ) 
 

⋅ 1 senior product manager (70 mins) 
⋅ 2 senior project managers (50 and 60mins) 
 

F ~38,000 TFT-LCD*** modules and TV 
total solutions 

International 
(8 offices:  
1 in Taiwan;  
7 overseas ) 

⋅ 1 senior product manager (80 mins) 
⋅ 2 senior R&D engineers (60 mins each) 
 

*DMS: Design Manufacturing Service 

**EMS: Electronics Manufacturing Service 
# OEM: Original Equipment Manufacturing 
##ODM: Original Device Manufacturing  

***TFT- LCD:Thin Film Transistor- Liquid Crystal Display 
 



Table 5 
Construct level regression analysis (unstandardized coefficients).   

 Moderating effect of LC on ONPDC and OSIC 
with BP 

Hierarchical moderated regression models 

Hypothesis   H1 and H2   H1  H2 

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 

DV: Business performance (BP)         

Intercept 3.31 3.37 3.36 1.32 1.52 3.21 1.42 3.23 

Control Variables         

Nature of business  -0.08 -0.07 -0.07      

Firm size 0.02 -0.03 -0.03      

IVs and MV          

Learning Capability (LC)  0.45** 0.40** 0.57**  0.37**  0.50** 

Operational NPD Capability (ONPDC)  0.24** 0.21**  0.44** 0.27**   

Operational Supplier Integration Capability (OSIC)  0.36** 0.32**    0.43** 0.38** 

Interaction terms         

ONPDC • LC   0.19**   0.32*   

OSIC •LC   0.17*     0.25* 

R2 0.01 0.62 0.67 0.38 0.33 0.53 0.32 0.33 

Adjusted R2 0.01 0.61 0.65 0.37 0.32 0.52 0.31 0.32 

ΔR2 --- 0.61** 0.04** 0.37** 0.32** 0.20** 0.31** 0.01* 

F change 0.54 87.42** 11.33** 99.56** 80.33** 61.32** 75.92** 43.41** 

** Significance at p < 0.01 level;  

* Significance at p < 0.05 level. 
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Table 6 
Factor level hierarchical moderated regression models (ONPDCf•LCf→BPf) (unstandardized 
coefficients).   

Hypothesis H1 Model 1       Model 2a          Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 

Variables       

DV: Business competitiveness (BPf1)       

Intercept 3.24 3.27 3.24 3.20   

DV: Manufacturing performance (BPf2)       

Intercept     3.26 3.25 

IV and MV       

IT applications (LCf1)  0.57** 0.49**   0.19** 0.17** 

Open communication (LCf2)   0.29** 0.36**   

Employee involvement (ONPDCf1)     0.22** 0.26** 

Design simplification & modular design 
(ONPDCf2) 

  0.22**    

Interaction terms       

ONPDCf2 • LCf1  0.48**     

ONPDCf2 • LCf2    1.16**   

ONPDCf1 • LCf1      0.45** 

R2 0.11 0.55 0.20 0.48 0.26 0.31 

Adjusted R2 0.09 0.54 0.19 0.47 0.23 0.30 

ΔR2 0.09** 0.46** 0.19** 0.28** 0.23** 0.07** 

F change 18.91** 24.46** 13.95** 89.22** 25.63** 18.37** 

** Significance at p < 0.01 level;  

* Significance at p < 0.05 level. 
a Present in Fig. 3 
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Table 7 
Factor level hierarchical moderated regression models (OSICf•LCf→BPf) (unstandardized 
coefficients).   

Hypothesis H2 Model 1       Model 2a          Model 3 Model 4 

Variables     

DV: Business competitiveness (BPf1)     

Intercept 3.24 3.36   

DV: Manufacturing performance (BPf2)     

Intercept   3.26 3.30 

IV and MV     

IT applications (LCf1)  0.50** 0.53** 0.22** 0.12* 

Supplier evaluation & selection (OSICf1) 0.28** 0.23**   

Supplier involvement (OSICf2)     

Interaction terms     

OSICf1 • LCf1  0.50**   

OSICf2 • LCf1    1.48** 

R2 0.25 0.65 0.09 0.45 

Adjusted R2 0.24 0.64 0.08 0.43 

ΔR2 0.24** 0.40** 0.08** 0.35** 

F change 53.33** 31.18** 8.30** 109.80** 

** Significance at p < 0.01 level;  

* Significance at p < 0.05 level. 
a Present in Fig. 4. 
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Table 8 
Within-case analysis results. 

Constructs/Factors Rating of case firms 

A B C D E F 

Learning Capability (LC) High Medium High High High Medium 

⋅ LCf1: IT applications High Medium High High High High 

⋅ LCf2: Open communication High Medium High High High Medium 

⋅ LCf3: Learning support High Low High Medium Medium Medium 

Operational NPD Capability (ONPDC) High High High High Medium Medium 

⋅ ONPDCf1: Employee involvement High High High High Medium Medium 

⋅ ONPDCf2: Design simplification & 
modular design High High High High Medium Medium 

Operational Supplier Integration Capability 
(OSIC) High High High High Medium Medium 

⋅ OSICf1: Supplier evaluation & selection High High High High Medium Medium 

⋅ OSICf2: Supplier involvement High High High High Medium Medium 

Business Performance (BP) High High High High Medium Medium 

⋅ BPf1: Business competitiveness High High High High High High 

⋅ BPf2: Manufacturing performance High High High High Medium Medium 

⋅ BPf3: Process efficiency High Medium High High Medium Medium 
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 Table 9 

Predicted patterns representing regression models. 
Hypotheses Predicted patterns (PP) 

H1 
(Interaction term:  

ONPDC⋅LC patterns) 

 

PP_ONPDC⋅LCha* (High ⋅ High)    High 

PP_ONPDC⋅LChb* (Medium ⋅ High)    Medium 

PP_ONPDC⋅LChc* (Low ⋅ High)    Low 

PP_ONPDC⋅LCma (High ⋅ Medium)    High 

PP_ONPDC⋅LCmb (Medium ⋅ Medium)    Medium 

PP_ONPDC⋅LCmc (Low ⋅ Medium)    Low 

PP_ONPDC⋅LCla (High ⋅ Low)    Medium 

PP_ONPDC⋅LClb (Medium ⋅ Low)    Low 

PP_ONPDC⋅LClc (Low ⋅ Low)    Low 

H2 
(Interaction term:  

OSIC⋅ LC patterns) 

 

PP_OSIC⋅LCha (High ⋅ High)    High 

PP_OSIC⋅LChb (Medium ⋅ High)    Medium 

PP_OSIC⋅LChc (Low ⋅ High)    Low 

PP_OSIC⋅LCma (High ⋅ Medium)    High 

PP_OSIC⋅LCmb (Medium ⋅ Medium)    Medium 

PP_OSIC⋅LCmc (Low ⋅ Medium)    Low 

PP_OSIC⋅LCla (High ⋅ Low)    Medium 

PP_OSIC⋅LClb (Medium ⋅ Low)    Low 

PP_OSIC⋅LClc (Low ⋅ Low)    Low 

For examples: 
*PP_ONPDC⋅LCha: predicted pattern of interaction term ONPDC⋅LC, when LC level is 
high, scenario a, when ONPDC level is high. 
*PP_ONPDC⋅LChb: predicted pattern of interaction term ONPDC⋅LC, when LC level is 
high, scenario b, when ONPDC level is medium. 
*PP_ONPDC⋅LChc: predicted pattern of interaction term ONPDC⋅LC, when LC level is 
high, scenario c, when ONPDC level is low. 

BP ONPD
 

LC 

BP OSIC 

LC 
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Table 10 

Cross-case analysis results. 

Case 
Firms 

Construct rating Hypotheses:  
match predicted patterns in Table 

10 (supported by regression 
models)  

ONPDC OSIC LC BP 

A High High High High 
H1: PP_ONPDC⋅LCha 

H2: PP_OSIC⋅LCha  

B High High Medium High 
H1: PP_ONPDC⋅LCma 

H2: PP_OSIC⋅LCma 

C High High High High 
H1: PP_ONPDC⋅LCha 

H2: PP_OSIC⋅LCha 

D High High High High 
H1: PP_ONPDC⋅LCha 

H2: PP_OSIC⋅LCha 

E Medium Medium High Medium 
H1: PP_ONPDC⋅LChb 

H2: PP_OSIC⋅LChb 

F Medium Medium Medium Medium 
H1: PP_ONPDC⋅LCmb 

H2: PP_OSIC⋅LCmb 
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Figure Captions 

 
 
Fig. 1. Regression of BP on ONPDC at different levels of LC. 

 
 
Fig. 2. Regression of BP on OSIC at different levels of LC. 
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Fig. 3. Regression of BPf1 on ONPDCf2 at different levels of LCf1. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Regression of BPf1 on OSICf1 at different levels of LCf1. 
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Appendix A Measurement items of the LC, ONPDC, OSIC and BP constructs 
Statement in the questionnaire: The following statements are used to describe learning, new product development 
(NPD), and supplier integration practices as well as business performance (BP) of your firm during the last 12 
months. Please rate () your opinion for the following statements. 
Scale:  1 = Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly agree 

Factors: Statements: PLS loadings 
based on 
original 
sample 

PLS loadings 
based on 500 
bootstrap 
samples 

T-Stat References 

Learning capability (LC) construct     

LCf1 :  

IT applications  

⋅ Training new personnel on IT applications is a quick and 
easy job. 

0.70 0.66 4.81 (Hsu, 2006; 
Renzl, 2008; 
Taylor, 2006) ⋅ New personnel can easily learn work processes by 

accessing the knowledge repositories. 
0.86 0.85 17.56 

⋅ My firm provides user friendly IT infrastructure and 
abundant resources to support learning. 

0.90 0.90 29.54 

LCf2:  

Open communication 

⋅ Continuous learning through open communication 
enhances employee abilities which improve work 
practices and processes. 

0.84 0.84 37.09 (Carr and Pearson, 
1999; 
Lichtenthaler and 
Lichtenthaler, 
2009; Lubit, 2001; 
Modi and Mabert, 
2007) 

⋅ My firm/department updates the knowledge repository 
periodically based on open discussion. 

0.86 0.85 36.51 

⋅ Employees are empowered to communicate potential 
useful knowledge obtained from internal/external sources 
with their managers. 

0.80 0.80 27.81 

LCf3:  

Learning support 

⋅ My firm provides learning platforms and resources, such 
as tutor, training program, learning and sharing 
workshops, etc. 

0.70 0.69 6.01 (Hsu, 2006; Lubit, 
2001; Taylor, 
2006) 

⋅ Incentive or rewards is one of the factors that promotes 
learning and sharing in my firm and helps to establish 
learning environment. 

0.86 0.86 12.36 

Operational NPD capability (ONPDC) construct 
   

 

ONPDCf1: Employee 
involvement 

⋅ Employees have received comprehensive training on 
product design and product quality improvement. 

0.90 0.89 8.89 (Antonio et al., 
2007; Mastui et 
al., 2007) ⋅ Employees are involved in the new product quality 

planning process. 
0.81 0.80 5.46 

⋅ Product design and quality improvement plans include all 
functional areas (RD, quality, purchasing, marketing, 
finance, operations, etc.). 

0.53 0.49 3.46 

ONPDCf2: Design 
simplification & modular 
design 

⋅ Modular product design is considered good practice when 
improving the efficiency of product design/development. 

0.59 0.51 2.78 (Antonio et al., 
2007; Fynes and 
Burca, 2005; 
Mastui et al., 
2007) 

⋅ Component standardization and/or reduced number of 
components have reduced product development time. 

0.77 0.76 5.45 

⋅ Design simplification has reduced product development 
time. 

0.65 0.54 3.63 

Operational supplier integration capability (OSIC) construct     

OSICf1: Supplier  
evaluation & selection 

⋅ Supplier capabilities complemented our business 
capabilities. 

0.96 0.96 290.95 (Chin et al., 2006; 
Ndubisi et al., 
2005; Tan et al., 
1999) 

⋅ In my firm, supplier evaluation and selection is an 
effective process to evaluate supplier performance (e.g. 
quality, cost, delivery). 

0.93 0.93 47.89 

⋅ Selecting the “right” suppliers improves the firm’s 
competitive advantage. 

0.77 0.77 22.48 

OSICf2: Supplier  
involvement 

⋅ The supplier’s involvement in projects led to improved 
decision making by the project team. 

0.81 0.77 3.97 

⋅ The supplier’s involvement in projects led to faster 
problem resolution by the project team. 

0.90 0.89 7.46 
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Appendix A (continued) 
Factors: Statements: PLS loadings 

based on 
original 
sample 

PLS loadings 
based on 500 
bootstrap 
samples 

T-Stat References: 

Business performance (BP) construct     

BPf1:  

Business competitiveness 

⋅ Sales growth rate has been increased. 0.96 0.96 171.19 (Antonio et al., 
2007; Hsu, 2006; 
Kale and Arditi, 
2003) 

⋅ Profitability has been increased. 0.90 0.90 33.71 
⋅ Total quality cost* has reduced. 0.84 0.83 22.91 
⋅ Firm’s competitive ability has been improved to gain or 

retain new business. 
0.75 0.75 13.25 

BPf2: Manufacturing 
performance 

⋅ Customer satisfaction has been improved. 0.62 0.61 5.39 (Antonio et al., 
2007; Beamon, 
1998; Darroch, 
2005; Hsu, 2006) 

⋅ Customer retention rate has been increased. 0.52 0.51 3.31 
⋅ Product cycle time (from receipt of raw materials to 

shipment) has improved. 
0.77 0.76 8.58 

⋅ Engineering changes rates has reduced. 0.61 0.60 5.62 

BPf3:  

Process efficiency 

⋅ Internal production rate has been increased. 0.85 0.71 2.93 (Devaraj et al., 
2004; Maiga and 
Jacobs, 2007; 
Yeung, 2007) 

⋅ Customer response time has been improved. 0.96 0.90 3.12 

* Sum of all costs associated with poor quality or product failure, including rework, scrap, and warranty costs and costs incurred in preventing or 
resolving quality problems. 
 
 
Appendix B Measurement Scales for the Control Variables  
 
Measures for ‘nature of business’: 
Product design only = 1         Design and manufacturing mixed = 2   Product manufacturing only = 3 
 
Measures for ‘firm size’ is indicated by number of employees:  
Under 20 = 1  21-50 = 2 51-100 = 3     101-200 = 4  
201-500 = 5  501-2000 = 6 2001-5000 = 7     Over 5001 = 8  
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Appendix C Sample Qualitative Assessment Rubric for OSICfi and Interaction Term  
Factors Rating criteria 

High Medium Low 
OSICf1: 
Supplier 
evaluation & 
selection 
 

• Firm has very effective 
processes to evaluate supplier 
performance (e.g. quality, cost, 
capability, delivery). 

• Our supplier manager always 
seeks out and promotes new or 
innovative managerial practices 
with suppliers.  

• Our suppliers always take 
collaborative action according to 
our firm’s instruction. 

• Firm has moderately effective 
processes to evaluate supplier 
performance (e.g. quality, cost, 
capability, delivery). 

• Our supplier manager 
sometimes seeks out and 
promotes new or innovative 
managerial practices with 
suppliers.  

• Our suppliers sometimes take 
collaborative action according to 
our firm’s instruction. 

• Firm has unstructured processes 
to evaluate supplier performance 
(e.g. quality, cost, capability, 
delivery). 

• Our supplier manager rarely 
seeks out and promotes new or 
innovative managerial practices 
with suppliers. 

• Our suppliers rarely take 
collaborative action according to 
our firm’s instruction. 

OSICf1∙LCf1: 
IT infrastructure 
and systems 
support 

• IT infrastructure and systems are 
used intensively in the supplier 
evaluation and selection process. 

• E-platform/forum or database is 
always used to help conduct 
evaluation activities. 

• E-platform/forum or database is 
always used for training, 
education, lessons learned and 
past project experiences. 

• IT infrastructure and systems are 
used moderately in the supplier 
evaluation and selection process. 

• E-platform/forum or database is 
sometimes used to help conduct 
evaluation activities. 

• E-platform/forum or database is 
sometimes used for training, 
education, lessons learned and 
past project experiences. 

• IT infrastructure and systems are 
rarely or never used in the 
supplier evaluation and selection 
process. 

• E-platform/forum or database is 
rarely or never used to help 
conduct evaluation activities. 

• E-platform/forum or database is 
rarely or never used for training, 
education, lessons learned and 
past project experiences. 

BPf1:  
Business 
competitiveness 
 

• Total quality cost is markedly 
reduced. 

• Firm seems to be performing 
very well in terms of 
profitability (e.g. ROI) over the 
past years. 

• Product sales rate seems to grow 
very well over the past years. 

• Firm has a very competitive 
advantage (e.g. brand name, 
market share) when compared 
with its competitors. 

• Total quality cost is fairly 
reduced. 

• Firm seems to be performing 
quite well in terms of 
profitability (e.g. ROI) over the 
past years. 

• Product sales rate seems to grow 
quite well over the past years. 

• Firm has a fairly competitive 
advantage (e.g. brand name, 
market share) when compared 
with its competitors. 

• There is little or no reduction in 
total quality cost. 

• Firm seems not to be performing 
very well in terms of 
profitability (e.g. ROI) over the 
past years. 

• There is little or no growth in 
product sales rate over the past 
years. 

• Firm has little or no competitive 
advantage (e.g. brand name, 
market share) when compared 
with its competitors. 
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